Beat: Miscellaneous

BB BOWLING BRNO
The Best Bowling in the Czech Republic
London, 13.09.2018, 10:00 Time
USPA NEWS - He Wanted to have the most beautiful bowling alley in the Czech Republic and SUCCEEDED!! Mr. Chládek,
which otherwise leads the company's road constructions Brno a dream come true not only to themselves but also to all fans of
Bowling!
The most beautiful bowling alley in the Czech republic is in the City of Brno. And it's all thanks to the enthusiastic mr. Chladka
to this game. Its a huge hobby shared by his Wife, mrs. Chládkova, which is a very good player and its diameter is as I saw
190 and more! This ranks spouses Chládek to high-above-average players.
I think that, thanks to the huge support of mrs. Chladek , mr. Chládek managed something incredible. And so it is appropriate
to THANKS this dedicated and very,very pleasing to the Wife of mr. Chladek!Both very happy to help beginners and give them
experience. A very beautiful and humble couple. Full of energy.
Railways of the USA. We wanted the best tracks in the world and those produced in America. Are unique technology, nothing
has stuck, their failure rate is almost zero. Mr. Chladek was even a period when he wanted to from the construction of the
dream drop,but thanks to his son, who is also a great support throughout everything turned out well. I'm sure son of mr.
Chladek deserves also a big thank you. And also his merit not to remain forgotten.
Beach volleyball Part of the socio – sports center there are also four beach volleyball courts including a complete background.
Preparing for the public a series of exciting tournaments and we are able to set up the tournament of Your input and Your
ideas.
Bowling in Brno is generously proposed by the socio – sports bowling center. In the interior the center is located twenty of the
most modern bowling lanes, a specialized shop, restaurant and conference hall. The outdoor part of the center is a spacious
summer terrace and also, to the greenery of the protected territory of the White mountain nestled, four beachvolejbalové
courts, including the complete background. Preparing for the public a series of exciting tournaments and we are able to set up
the tournament of Your input and Your ideas.
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